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The past is repeating itself--and time is running outIt's been more than two years since homicide

detective Livy Reynolds's cousin disappeared from Logan Point. Unlike most people in her

hometown, Livy has never believed that Robyn left voluntarily. When Dallas private investigator Alex

Jennings contacts her concerning a senator's missing granddaughter who was last seen in Logan

Point, Livy notices eerie similarities between the two disappearances. With self-doubt plaguing her

and an almost instant dislike of the self-assured PI, she's finding this investigation an uphill battle.

But with the prospect of finding her cousin on the horizon, she'll have to find a way to work with

Alex--before it's too late.Award-winning author Patricia Bradley keeps you on the edge of your seat

with a case--and a relationship--that is anything but certain."Patricia Bradley has hit a home run.

The suspense is high, the romance is sweet, and the villain is one you want to see caught and

brought to justice. Gone without a Trace, a novel of forgiveness and finding one's place in the world,

brings home the point that while not everything in life may go the way you want, God is still in

control. Can't wait for the next book!"--Lynette Eason, bestselling, award-winning author of the

Hidden Identity seriesPatricia Bradley is the winner of a 2012 Daphne du Maurier Award and a 2012

Touched by Love Award and was also a finalist for the 2012 Genesis Award. The author of

Shadows of the Past and A Promise to Protect, she is a member of American Christian Fiction

Writers and Romance Writers of America. Bradley makes her home in Mississippi.
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Finally! The last few books I have read I either didn't finish or I was left dissatisfied after reading

them. I was getting to where I didn't even want to read. THANK YOU, Patricia Bradley, for turning

that back around for me. I absolutely LOVED this book and couldn't put it down.Livvy is a cop, and

early on lets her partner down. She can't concentrate on the job due to flashbacks of shooting a

teenage boy who had a toy gun. She takes a leave of absence and decides to help a private

investigator find a missing woman, whose disappearance may be linked to Livvy's cousin, Robyn,

who has been missing for over two years. Is Livvy truly up to working a missing persons case and

does she have what it takes to defend herself or the pi? The same pi that she doesn't like in the

beginning, but can't seem to fight the feelings she is developing for him.This book is full of just the

right amount of suspense, mystery, and romance. The author leaves bread crumbs along the way

as to finding the missing women and also as to who their kidnapper is. Unexpected twists happen

along the way that kept drawing me in and making it so that I was up in the wee hours of the

morning reading. I would like to say I figured out who the kidnapper was, but I can only say that I

had narrowed it down between a few suspects.This is a book I just couldn't put down. Although it is

the third book in Bradley's Logan Point series, it can easily be read as a stand alone. I have very

much enjoyed all three of them, but this one is my favorite. If you haven't read the first two, I do

recommend them, but it is not necessary to read them in order. I was given this book by the

publisher in exchange for my honest review.

The past is repeating itself--and time is running outIt's been more than two years since homicide

detective Livy Reynolds's cousin disappeared from Logan Point. Unlike most people in her

hometown, Livy has never believed that Robyn left voluntarily. When Dallas private investigator Alex

Jennings contacts her concerning a senator's missing granddaughter who was last seen in Logan

Point, Livy notices eerie similarities between the two disappearances. With self-doubt plaguing her

and an almost instant dislike of the self-assured PI, she's finding this investigation an uphill battle.

But with the prospect of finding her cousin on the horizon, she'll have to find a way to work with

Alex--before it's too late.This is the third book in the Logan Point series by Patricia Bradley. It is not



necessary to read the other two books to enjoy this one. I did find this book to be a little slower that

the other two books. There just didnâ€™t seem to be as much action. All that being said, I did enjoy

the book and would recommend it to others. Spoiler Alert: The character I liked the best was Robyn.

She transformed herself from a wimpy whiny person to a self assured strong woman. I would have

had trouble staying away from my daughter as long as she did. But if you are afraid for their life I

guess you can do just about anything.I was given this by the publisher for an honest review. I was

not compensated in any way

Robyn & Chase's marriage was becoming stressful. The day she disappeared, Robyn & Chase had

fought again about her quitting the waitress job. What happened to her & why was she gone for 30

months with hardly a word? Chase became angry & their young daughter, Abby, was lost without

her mommy. Livy is a detective near her hometown & she's also Robyn's cousin. Because of her

actions, she was put on leave so she went home to stay with her Aunt Beth. Alex's father &

grandfather assume he'll take the bar exam & join their practice in Texas. Alex has no desire to

become a lawyer, even though he was pressured into getting a law degree. He joined a private

investigating company & this job really fulfills him by helping others in trouble. When he's hired to

find Samantha Jo, who worked at the same restaurant as Robyn, Alex meets Livy. They realize

several cases of missing women are connected & join forces with the sheriff. Who's taking all these

women & who is this man? Read how Robyn comes home under cover to help. This is a wonderful

story of suspense & budding romance. Hopefully, there's a 4th book in this series!

This novel is of the "romance mysyery" category, yet the sleepy time south (Mississippi, Tennessee

mostly) police missed so many leads, I wonder if the author knows how thorough police typically

investigate crimes . The chief sheriff just had 24 hour police servaillance for a victim in Series #2,

yet slacked off leading to a repeat kidnapping of the main character!? The victim's and the sheriff's

kids have seen the possible perpetrator, and though they've narrowed their search down to three

suspects, they didn't think to show the kids their pictures easily available on DMV records? I hope

Series #4 is more cohesive.

Waitresses are disappearing; some of them are dying, others are being attacked and released. Alex

is hired to find one of the missing and is immediately attracted to and working with Livy, a detective

on leave. Naturally, this is the love interest built around the finding of a kidnapper. Robyn has been

missing for a few years and no one actively looks for her because she asked them not to...hmmmm.



But, she begins to miss her daughter and has to see her and, of course, Livy becomes suspicious of

the unknown woman in the park. This leads to them all setting up a sting to flush out the kidnapper

and to find a murderer. Good wholesome reading.
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